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INTRODUCTION

In a remarkably short period of time, Angry Birds has made its mark on the global popular     
culture landscape. However, The work is just beginning. The mission is to redefine modern family   
entertainment and maintain a constant relevance that transcends trends, technology and 
target audiences.
In 20 years’ time, people won’t believe this ubiquitous brand started as a game. Angry Birds is 
here to stay. We are building not only an entertainment brand, but a long-lasting cultural    
phenomenon. 

What sets Angry Birds apart from other brands? We wholeheartedly believe in play. To play is 
to live life fully, curiously and sometimes mischievously, tapping our inner child’s desire to 
break stuff from time to time. Playing can make us feel a range of emotions. It can cure boredom, 
stress and help us forget our troubles. But it can also make us feel irritated and annoyed in the 
most pleasant way possible.
Play is powerful stuff and with Angry Birds, we should never lose our desire to play. With that 
in mind, TOYCARE developed a whole collection of Toothbrushes to make the brushing teeth for 
children more than an obligation, but to take care of oral health in a fun way.
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ABOUT THE GAME

In Angry Birds, the player controls a flock of multi-colored birds 
that are attempting to retrieve their eggs, which have been stolen 
by a group of green pigs. 
On each level, the pigs are sheltered by structures made of various 
materials such as wood, ice and stone, and the objective of the game 
is to eliminate all the pigs on the level. 

Using a slingshot, players launch the birds with the intent of 
either hitting the pigs directly or damaging the structures, causing 
them to collapse and eliminate the pigs. 
In various stages of the game, additional      
objects such as explosive crates and rocks 
are found in the structures, and may be used 
in conjunction with the birds to destroy 
hard-to-reach pigs.
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THE CHARACTERS
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RED

The Red Bird is the iconic 
hero of Angry Birds, and 
instantly recognized
everywhere in the world. 
The striking red plume and 
yellow beak of the
fluffy Red Birds really sets 
them apart in a crowd.
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THE BLUES

Blue Jay, Blue Jake and Blue Jim

The Blue Birds travel in packs 
of three. While they don’t share 
the characteristic eye brows of 
the other Angry Birds, they are 
no less determined.
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CHUCK

Similar in size to the Red 
Birds, the almost Cone 
shaped Yellow Bird speeds
through the air like a bullet. 
The streamlined Yellow 
Birds are slimmer than
their Red brothers.
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BOMB

The exploding Black Bird is the 
second largest bird before Big 
Brother. Black
Birds have a thin layer of jet 
black feathers, which give them 
a shiny look,
almost like a hard outer shell.
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MATILDA

The egg-laying White Birds 
sit between the Black 
Birds and Red Birds in
size. They have a clean 
white feathers and a 
short, strong beak.
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AL

The Green Bird cannot be   
mistaken for any other bird, 
thanks to their
massive, bright orange beak.
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TERENCE

The Big Brothers are Red Birds 
that have left their chirpy 
youth behind.Bigger, wrinklier, 
grumpier, with some spots of 
feathers already starting to 
show their age. Big Brothers 
are also very heavy.
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BUBBLES

The Orange bird may look 
like the smallest of the 
bunch, but packs an exciting 
surprise. When threatened, 
the Orange Bird balloons up, 
pushing obstacles and         
enemies aside!
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KING PIG

The King Pig is the ruler of all pigs. 
In addition to his bulk, he is           
identified from the common pigs by 
his shining golden crown, adorned 
with bright blue sapphires.
The King Pig often opts for headgear 
appropriate to the climate and
scenery – the various hats and      
helmets always have the crown 
symbol of the boss.
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MOUSTACHE PIG

The Moustache Pig is the 
grandfather pig, more senior 
than Helmet or Minion Pigs. 
He is almost as large as the 
King Pig, but sits just below 
him in the pig hierarchy. 
Moustache Pig sports a 
bright orange moustache 
and matching eyebrows
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HELMET PIG

The Helmet Pig is a              
seasoned veteran and 
bulkier than Minion Pigs. 
Helmet Pigs come better 
prepared, and wear            
helmets of shining steel. 
However, under intense 
bird bombardment, even 
steel may bend, buckle and 
crack!
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MINION PIG

These cheeky creatures are 
Minion Pigs of the common 
egg-stealing variety.
They are easily identified by 
their green skin, short and 
stubby snout, and their 
small, round ears.
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believes that are over 200 Millions active users, added to all gadgets which the game is      
available. Besides, the number of employees in the company also went up visibly, jumping from 
28 to 224 last year.
Angry Birds has now been downloaded over 1 billion times all over the world. This means one 
out of every 14 people on the planet have downloaded an Angry Birds app.

Worldwide, people now spend more than 3.33 Million hours on the game daily. So addictive that 
12% of people who’ve played 25+ times have deleted it to stop playing anymore

Users have collected 44 billion stars since the launch of the Angry Birds game. flung 400     
billion birds, that’s 4 times the number of birds species on the planet earth, played 266 billion 
levels of the game. That’s 38 levels for each person on Earth! And have clocked up 200.000 
years playing the game, the same as the known length of human civilization. 

Angry Birds Space was downloaded 10 Million times in just 3 days - it took Angry Birds Rio 10 
days to reach the same number of downloads.

NUMBERS AND STATISTICS
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By the end of 2011, was registered over 648 Million downloads of the game, and the company 



Here’s some examples of Angry Birds Merchandise available to purchase today.
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ANGRY BIRDS MERCHANDISE



ANGRY BIRDS MERCHANDISE
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ToyCare offers a great variety of oral care products based on studies 
that combine cool designs that make brushing fun, helping the kids 
routine to become a playful and healthy moment.
Our products are made with top quality raw materials, following all 
the international quality standards that ensure the safety and well 
being of the children.

The toothbrush handle has a 3D character that can be detached after 
use, and become a little toy to play or just collect.
Also on the bottom of each character there is a suction cup to attach 
on any smooth surface, preferably on glass or granite.    

TOYCARE CONCEPT
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TOYCARE & ANGRY BIRDS

The new line of 3D detachable toothbrush produced by ToyCare, brings a 
whole new concept of product into oral care category.
After using the toothbrush, the character becomes an exclusive and        
collectible toy. Besides the current 13 Angry Birds characters, ToyCare 
has created all pieces of a real game scenario, so kids can use their        
imagination, and recreate different scenarios to play with their                   
collectible toys.

All pieces have suction cups, so enable kids to attach the scenario parts on 
the mirrors or any flat surface. The new Angry Birds toothbrush will be 
available to their fans on single pack, just the toothbrush, and combo 
pack, that includes one toothbrush and three scenario pieces.

Our toothbrushes are produced with the finest materials available on the 
market and Du Pont TYNEX bristles to guarantee the best oral care.
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RED
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BLUE JAY
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CHUCK
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BOMB
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MATILDA
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AL
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Terence
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BUBBLES
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KING PIG
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MOUSTACHE
PIG
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HELMET PIG
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MINION PIG
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DAMAGED
PIG
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TOYCARE ANGRY BIRDS COLLECTION



COMING SOON               

ALL NEW ANGRY BIRDS GAME FROM ROVIO!
The #1 mobile game of all time blasts off into space!

After a giant claw kidnaps their eggs, the Angry Birds chase it into a 
wormhole and find themselves floating in a strange new galaxy surrounded 
by space pigs!  Luckily the Angry Birds have super powers of their own...

The next collection from TOYCARE and ANGRY BIRDS will
display new toys based on the latest game from Rovio.

We are excited about the collection developed and we
are ready to take it to the next level! 
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